
• Supply is subject to availability.
• Certain wines are available by the case only (shown in red). Delivery
of these wines may take up to 14 days to allow release from bond.
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28 MARCH 2024

• Prices are shown by the 75 cl bottle, unless  stated otherwise.
• Vintages are subject to change.
• 12+ bottles (regularly priced) attract a discount of 5%.
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ARGENTINA
RED

2023

Deep, dark flavours of prunes, cherries and figs are packed into
this silky, full-bodied and long-finishing wine.

Maipú/Santa Rosa, Mendoza, Argentina

12·5% abv

£9·50Inc VATex VAT £7·92

Las Pampas Shiraz Malbec

2023

Aromas of ripe plums, strawberries and blackberries. Soft and
gentle, sweet dark fruits, silky tannins and balanced acidity. A
well-defined varietal character.

Maipú/Santa Rosa, Mendoza, Argentina

13·5% abv

£10·10Inc VATex VAT £8·42

Las Pampas Malbec

2022

Deep purple colour; pronounced blackberries and ripe plums
with underlying spice on the nose. Soft with a slight sweetness
and balanced by gentle tannins with a long spicy fruity finish.

Valle Escondido, Mendoza, Argentina

13·5% abv

£12·65Inc VATex VAT £10·54

Gouguenheim Malbec

2021

Inky purple colour with aromas of red fruits, chocolate and
coffee beans; bursting with red and black cherry flavours and a
delicate floral aroma. A warming and powerful wine with
extended ageing in American oak.

Valle Escondido, Mendoza, Argentina

13·5% abv

£14·95Inc VATex VAT £12·46

Gouguenheim Malbec Reserva

2018

A near perfect equilibrium of strength and subtlety. There is
smokiness, spice and blackcurrant with a delicate vanilla finish.

Valle Escondido, Mendoza, Argentina

14% abv

£18·55Inc VATex VAT £15·46

Gouguenheim Malbec Flores

ONLY available to order by the case of 12 Bottles
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AUSTRALIA

NV

It has a bouquet of floral and raisin fruit, and a rich, luscious
palate.  The blend has been carefully prepared to incorporate the
youthful freshness of the younger parcels, with the complex,
concentrated flavours seen in the older parcels.

Rutherglen, Victoria, Australia

17·5% abv   Vegan   per 50cl bt

£18·95Inc VATex VAT £15·79

Pfeiffer Rutherglen Muscat

RED

2023

Clear, bright red with purple hues. Raspberry and plum fruit
aromas, with a hint of oak. Mid weight palate, fresh raspberry,
plum fruit flavours. Soft fleshy tannins.

South East, Australia

12·5% abv   Vegan

£8·75Inc VATex VAT £7·29

Rowlands Brook Shiraz

2021

Deep purple colour; a fusion of aromas with mulberry, lifted
pepper spice and raspberry.  Delicious ripe blackberries and
plums on the palate with a hint of spice to finish.

South East Australia, Australia

14·5% abv   Vegetarian

£9·95Inc VATex VAT £8·29

Three Vineyards Shiraz

2021

Dark red with purple hue; lifted nose of vanilla, blackberry and
red currant.  The palate displays notes of spice and rich black
fruits complemented with elegant oak.  Perfectly balanced, with
a firm, smooth tannin structure, it finishes with an enduring
length of ripe fruit and French oak.

South East Australia, Australia

14·5% abv   Vegetarian

£10·99Inc VATex VAT £9·16

XV Pure Cabernet Sauvignon

WHITE

2022

True to its varietal style; wonderful tropical fruit aromas, good
depth of flavour with gentle vanilla characters on the palate and
balanced by nice freshness to finish.

South East Australia, Australia

12·5% abv

£8·75Inc VATex VAT £7·29

Rowlands Brook Chardonnay

2022

A golden colour with aromas of peach and stone fruit.  A
refreshing wine made from grapes selected from premium
vineyards.  The freshness of the wine is thanks to harvesting in
the cool of the night, maintaining the purity of the Chardonnay
fruit.  Full flavoured on the palate with soft texture and a clean,
elegant finish.

South East Australia, Australia

13·5% abv   Vegan

£9·95Inc VATex VAT £8·29

Three Vineyards Chardonnay
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AUSTRIA
WHITE

2022

Pale straw-yellow, on the nose fresh savoy and apply fruit
accompanied by spicy-peppermint notes. On the palate medium
bodied with a long finish.  Prime example of Veltliner with good
reserves.

Weinviertel, Austria

13·0% abv   Vegan

£11·35Inc VATex VAT £9·46

Domaine Baumgartner Gruner
Veltliner

BULGARIA
RED

2022

Subtle blackberries and mint on the nose, with a palate rich in
red fruit characters as well as integrated tannins and smooth
vanilla flavours.

Thracian Valley, Bulgaria

13% abv   Vegan

£8·95Inc VATex VAT £7·46

Deer Point Cabernet Sauvignon

WHITE

2022

Subtle herb, peach and melon fruit notes on the nose and palate
with a nice structure and creamy texture on the finish.

Thracian Valley, Bulgaria

13% abv   Vegan

£8·95Inc VATex VAT £7·46

Deer Point Chardonnay
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CHILE
RED

2022

Garnet red colour. The nose presents aromas of ripe red and
black fruits, subtle notes of dried herbs and hints of chocolate,
coffee and vanilla. The palate is firm and structured with soft
tannins, medium acidity and a fruity finish.

Central Valley, Chile

13% abv   Vegan

£8·20Inc VATex VAT £6·83

Ladera Verde Cabernet
Sauvignon

2023

Sweet aromas of black plum, blackberry and maraschino cherry
are complemented by notes of coconut, vanilla & crême brulée.
The palate is fruity, with juicy and soft tannins that, with the
balanced acidity, deliver a long fruity finish with notes of cedar.

Central Valley, Chile

13% abv   Vegan

£8·20Inc VATex VAT £6·83

Ladera Verde Merlot

2023

Soft, ripe, and welcoming with an appealing fruity bouquet.
Clear, rounded, plummy flavours which are very easy to enjoy.

Central Valley, Chile

13% abv   Vegan

£8·20Inc VATex VAT £6·83

Pato Torrente Merlot

2023

Inky purple; dark berried fruits on the nose.  Full-bodied, rich
and spicy on the palate with plenty of ripe fruit and velvety
tannins to finish.

Central Valley, Chile

13% abv

£8·20Inc VATex VAT £6·83

Vicuña Malbec

2022

An enticing nose of dark berry fruits. Soft and rounded with
plenty of ripe, plummy flavours that linger on the palate.

Central Valley, Chile

13% abv   Vegan

£8·20Inc VATex VAT £6·83

Vicuña Merlot

2022

A deliciously fruity wine full of bright cherry and plum fruit and
spices with hints of mocha and chocolate. Wonderfully smooth
with ripe tannins and a velvety finish.

Rapel Valley, Chile

13% abv   Vegan

£8·75Inc VATex VAT £7·29

Los Coches Carménère

2022

The light body disguises a lovely cherry flavour with American
oak aging gives a subtle, underlying vanilla influence and depth
of flavour.

Colchagua, Rapel Valley, Chile

12·5% abv

£8·75Inc VATex VAT £7·29

Los Coches Pinot Noir

2022

This versatile wine is full-bodied with spicy red fruit.

Central Valley, Chile

13·5% abv   Fairtrade

£9·65Inc VATex VAT £8·04

Pico a Pico Merlot Carmenère
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2020

Spicy aromas of plum, cherry. Full-bodied and dry with a
balanced acidity and smooth tannins.

Colchagua Valley, Chile

14% abv

£12·95Inc VATex VAT £10·79

Alto Los Romeros Gran Reserva
Carignan

2022

Blackberries and strawberries on the nose; a gentle minerality
finishing with elegant touches of cedar and mocha.

Leyda Valley, Chile

14·0% abv   Vegan

£12·95Inc VATex VAT £10·79

Dancing Flame Gran Reserva
Pinot Noir

2021

Aromas of blueberries, blackberry, black pepper and chocolate.
The influence of French oak adds toasted notes, vanilla and
walnuts.  On the palate it is silky and full-bodied, highlighting its
balanced acidity and fine tannins.

Licantén Valley, Colchagua Valley, Chile

13·5% abv   per  bt

£13·25Inc VATex VAT £11·04

La Ronciere Moussai Shiraz

ROSÉ

2022

Pale salmon colour.  On the nose this wine shows a high
concentration of aromas reminiscent of white peach and floral
notes. On the palate it presents an expressive attack, with a juicy
acidity and a medium body that gives a long and pleasant finish.

Central Valley, Chile

12·0% abv

£8·20Inc VATex VAT £6·83

Pato Torrente Cabernet Merlot
Rosé

WHITE

2023

Crisp and fresh with limey fruit and a hint of herbs and a twist
of melon. A typically dependable and friendly wine.

Central Valley, Chile

12·5% abv

£8·20Inc VATex VAT £6·83

Ladera Verde Sauvignon Blanc

2023

Tropical fruits and vanilla aromas create a wonderful, delicate
nose. A little Sauvignon Blanc adds freshness and balance, and
the weight of fruit gives a long finish.

Central Valley, Chile

13% abv

£8·20Inc VATex VAT £6·83

Ladera Verde Unoaked
Chardonnay

2023

Well balanced with clean, fresh fruit and attractive tropical fruit
aromas and flavours. Refreshing, zesty wine with good length.

Central Valley, Chile

12·5% abv   Vegan

£8·20Inc VATex VAT £6·83

Pato Torrente Sauvignon Blanc

2023

A deliciously fragrant, citrussy nose with typical tangy character
displayed on the palate; crisp,dry and refreshing, with a good
fruity length.

Central Valley, Chile

12·5% abv   Vegan

£8·20Inc VATex VAT £6·83

Vicuña Sauvignon Blanc
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2023

Classic Viognier character of apricots, peaches, hints of pears
and blossom. Full on the palate but with lively citrusy character
which keeps it from being too much.

Central Valley, Chile

13% abv   Vegan

£8·75Inc VATex VAT £7·29

Los Coches Viognier

2022

Turkish Delight & lychees on the nose. Rich tropical fruit on the
palate with crisp acidity making for a refreshing finish.

Central Valley, Chile

13·5% abv

£9·65Inc VATex VAT £8·04

Alto Los Romeros Reserva
Gewurztraminer

2023

Fresh and fruity with tropical gooseberry and citrus notes.

Central Valley, Chile

13% abv   Fairtrade   Vegan

£9·65Inc VATex VAT £8·04

Pico a Pico Sauvignon Blanc
Semillon

2021

Heady aromas of tomato leaves, grapefrutit, honey and lemon
zest; wonderfully juicy and fresh.

Leyda Valley, Chile

13·5% abv

£12·95Inc VATex VAT £10·79

Dancing Flame Gran Reserva
Sauvignon Blanc

ENGLAND

This locally produced sparkling water is gently filtered through
the chalk of the North Downs and bottled at source, just outside
the village of Kingsdown.

Walmer, Kent, England

per cs of 12 x 75cl bt

£15·00Inc VATex VAT £12·50

Kingsdown Sparkling Water

This locally produced still water is gently filtered through the
chalk of the North Downs and bottled at source, just outside the
village of Kingsdown.

Walmer, Kent, England

per cs of 12 x 75cl bt

£15·00Inc VATex VAT £12·50

Kingsdown Still Water

Made from handpicked wild elderflowers and lightly sparkling
Kingsdown spring water — all natural ingredients are blended to
produce an elegant and deliciously refreshing drink with subtle
floral notes.

Walmer, Kent, England

per cs of 12 x 33cl bt

£20·00Inc VATex VAT £16·67

Kingsdown Elderflower Sparkle

Made from handpicked British rhubarb and lightly sparkling
Kingsdown spring water — this drink captures the subtle and
refreshing flavours of summer rhubarb.

Walmer, Kent, England

per cs of 12 x 33cl bt

£20·30Inc VATex VAT £16·92

Kingsdown Rhubarb Sparkle
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Made from handpicked Sicilian lemons and lightly sparkling
Kingsdown spring water — the aromatic flavours of Sicilian
lemons combine to produce a zesty and exhilarating drinking
experience.

Walmer, Kent, England

per cs of 12 x 33cl bt

£20·80Inc VATex VAT £17·33

Kingsdown Cloudy Lemonade
Sparkle

Made from a blend of carefully selected ginger root, lemon juice
and lightly sparkling spring water - all natural ingredients are
blended to produce a deliciously refreshing drink which captures
the aromatic flavours of ginger.

Walmer, Kent, England

per cs of 12 x 33cl bt

£20·90Inc VATex VAT £17·42

Kingsdown Ginger Beer

A crisp, clean, refreshing medium-dry.blend of 72% Rubens and
29% Bramley apples with a delicious appley nose and palate.
Sparkling with an explosion of tiny bubbles.

Tenterden, Kent, England

5·2% abv   per cs of 12 x 33cl bt

£23·75Inc VATex VAT £19·79

Curious Apple Cider

A lager of purity and freshness, brewed using Galaxy and
Cascade hops and fine English pale malt.  Then for a cleaner,
fruitier and more aromatic finish it is re-fermented with
Champagne yeast and a ‘dosage’ of the rare and fragrant Nelson
Sauvin hops.

Tenterden, Kent, England

4·7% abv   Vegan   per cs of 12 x 33cl bt

£23·75Inc VATex VAT £19·79

Curious Brew

This refreshing, zesty IPA uses three traditional English hops;
Golding, the fresh, sweet, delicate king of English hops; Chinook
and Cascade. The result is a pale ale of balance, finesse and
distinctive drinkability.

Tenterden, Kent, England

4·7% abv   per cs of 12 x 33cl bt

£23·75Inc VATex VAT £19·79

Curious IPA

Kentish Pilsner is a celebration of the county’s hop-growing
heritage.  A traditional Pilsner-style lager brewed with a trio of
locally grown hop varieties .  A light blonde colour with piney,
earthy and floral aromas.  Initially bitter in flavour thanks to the
classic Kent Challenger hops, the palate transitions to notes of
apricot, orange zest and citrus notes courtesy of the Ernest and

Tenterden, Kent, England

4·00% abv   Vegan   per cs of 12 x 33cl bt

£23·75Inc VATex VAT £19·79

Curious Pilsner

ROSÉ

2022

Delicate smoked salmon pink colour, English strawberries and
redcurrants on the nose and palate. Early bottling has captured a
spritzy freshness.

Tenterden, Kent, England

12·5% abv

£15·65Inc VATex VAT £13·04

Chapel Down English Rose

NV

A delicate rose petal pink in colour with a fine prolonged
mousse, lemon sherbet on the nose with hints of blackcurrant,
rosehip and wild strawberry on the palate.

Kent, England

12·00% abv

£30·95Inc VATex VAT £25·79

Chapel Down English Sparkling
Rose
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WHITE

2022

A crisp, refreshing white wine with aromas of melon, pineapple,
elderflower and grapefruit. The palate is fresh and zesty with
flavours of gooseberry and nettle leading to a crisp, dry finish.

Tenterden, Kent, England

12% abv

£15·65Inc VATex VAT £13·04

Chapel Down Bacchus

2022

A fragrant white wine with aromas of green apple Galia melon
and kiwi. A great alternative to aromatic white wines, such as
Sauvignon Blanc or Pinot Grigio

Tenterden, Kent, England

12·5% abv

£15·65Inc VATex VAT £13·04

Chapel Down Flint Dry

2022

Produced from grapes sourced from vineyards in Kent.  Aromas
of pineapple, grapefruit and elderflower.  The gentle
effervescence carries the tropical fruit and floral flavours giving
a crisp, refreshing finish.

Kent, England

12·5% abv

£19·25Inc VATex VAT £16·04

Chapel Down A Touch of
Sparkle

NV

An elegant English sparkling wine with aromas of red apple,
lemongrass and freshly baked bread together with hints of
strawberry and quince on the palate and fine persistent bubbles.

Tenterden, Kent, England

12% abv

£28·75Inc VATex VAT £23·96

Chapel Down Brut

FRANCE
ALSACE
WHITE

2021

Aromas of green apple fill the nose, with just a hint of honeyed
sweetness. The palate is dry with vibrant citrus flavour followed
by some tropical notes, the finish is fresh.

Alsace, France

12·5% abv

£14·15Inc VATex VAT £11·79

Dopff & Irion Riesling

2021

Aromas of marmelade and apricot, with a generous fruity, fresh
palate with a hint of honey, long and fragrant on the finish.

Riquewihr, Alsace, France

13·0% abv

£15·10Inc VATex VAT £12·58

Dopff & Irion Pinot Gris

2022

A richly aromatic and flavoursome wine with rose petal and
turkish delight on the nose and palate.  This great wine of Alsace
can be served as an aperitif, is ideal with smoked fish as well as
exotic, spicy cuisine.

Alsace, France

14·0% abv

£15·25Inc VATex VAT £12·71

Dopff & Irion Gewurztraminer

NV

Aromas of apple, quince, fine herbs, a hint of tarragon, discreet
cinnamon and saffron. Fresh and supple on the palate with
refined citrus notes, fruit and almond on the finish.

Riquewihr, Alsace, France

12% abv

£17·95Inc VATex VAT £14·96

Dopff & Irion Crémant Blanc de
Blancs

ONLY available to order by the case of 6 Bottles

BEAUJOLAIS
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RED

2021

A charming Beaujolais with oodles of raspberry flavour on the
palate, wonderfully smooth tannins and crunchy acidity for a
fresh finish.

Beaujolais, France

13% abv

£12·55Inc VATex VAT £10·46

Beaujolais Villages Cave de
Fleurie

2020

This cuvée was created in 1983 in honour of Madamoiselle
Marguerite Chabert, President of the Cellar from 1946 to 1984.
Raspberry and cherry on the nose, with a touch of warm
spiciness. Chewy and juicy in the mouth with velvety tannins.

Beaujolais, France

13% abv   Vegan

£15·25Inc VATex VAT £12·71

Fleurie Cuvée Présidente
Marguerite

2021

Nose of dark cherry and blackberry. Powerful ripe cherry with
well integrated tanins on the palate, with a very long finish.

Moulin à Vent, Beaujolais, France

13% abv   Vegan

£22·85Inc VATex VAT £19·04

Moulin à Vent Domaine Richard
Rottiers

ONLY available to order by the case of 6 Bottles

BORDEAUX
RED

2021

The Merlot grape dominates, giving a rich, gentle style of wine
with ripe fruitiness and well-rounded tannins. The 2014 is a
fresh, medium-bodied, versatile Claret that offers tremendous
value.

Entre Deux Mers, Bordeaux, France

13% abv

£10·55Inc VATex VAT £8·79

Château Malbat

2020

The wine’s colour is strong, but not excessively so and lets us
perceive a refined style, already displaying the large proportion
of Cabernet Franc in the blend.  The nose is expressive with
notes of fruit and lots of spice.  It reveals ripeness and is very
fresh.  On the palate, this wine is charming, with surprising
fullness, smoothness and lots of depth.

Bordeaux, France

14% abv   Vegan

£11·95Inc VATex VAT £9·96

Chateau Daviaud

2019

Ruby red with deep purple tints, an intense nose of red fruit and
cherry with a little vanilla and a hint of spice.  Mouthfilling,
chewy tannins on the palate, which lingers to a balanced,
superbly unctuous finish.

Haut Médoc, Bordeaux, France

13·5% abv   Vegan

£13·75Inc VATex VAT £11·46

Château Breillan

2020

A hint of oak, the smoothness of the merlot and the elegance of
the cabernets combine for a perfectly balanced, classic right-
bank wine.

Montagne Saint-Émilion, Bordeaux, France

14% abv   Vegan

£13·99Inc VATex VAT £11·66

Château Tour Bel Air

2018

A beautiful deep red, its bouquet evocative of red berried fruit
followed by dark chocolate, then mild spices. Rounded and
mellow, delicately balanced between toasty notes and fruit, the
palate is chewy with a pleasingly aromatic finish and fine length.

Graves, Bordeaux, France

14% abv   Vegan

£15·70Inc VATex VAT £13·08

Château Trébiac
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2018

The climatic conditions of 2015 were particularly favourable for
this wine in St-Emilion with even and complete maturity of the
grapes, producing wines with aromatic complexity in the mouth.
The colour is rich ruby-garnet, the nose being open, vividly fruity
and fresh. The palate has great structure with charming fruit,
gentle tannins and a silky, long aftertaste (for drinking 2021

Saint Émilion, Bordeaux, France

14·5% abv

£25·25Inc VATex VAT £21·04

Château Puy Blanquet

ONLY available to order by the case of 12 Bottles

2015

A mature, beautiful wine, full of charm. The nose is spicy,
scented and complex, the palate silky-smooth: all curves, built
for pleasure.

Pomerol, Bordeaux, France

13·5% abv

£29·95Inc VATex VAT £24·96

Château Chantalouette

2015

This 5eme Cru Classe Chateau produces a very classy, many-
layered wine with intense flavours of herbs, blackcurrant and
havana all playing their part harmoniously towards a
tremendous, long lasting finish.

Pauillac, Bordeaux, France

13% abv   Vegan

£71·95Inc VATex VAT £59·96

Château Batailley

WHITE

2020

Light, floral and feminine, the freshness of its fruit (grapefruit,
passionfruit, pineapple) is immediately captivating.

Sauternes, Bordeaux, France

Sweet   13·0% abv   Organic   Vegan   per 37·5cl bt

£17·95Inc VATex VAT £14·96

Petit Guiraud Sauternes

BURGUNDY

RED

2022

A juicy, mellow style of wine. Good concentration of ripe, red
fruits, refreshing acidity and a good finish with a hint of mineral.

Côte d’Or, Burgundy, France

12·5% abv

£23·95Inc VATex VAT £19·96

Hautes-Côtes de Beaune, Dom
Labry

2020

Raspberry, blueberry and currant flavours predominate, with soft
round tannins in this deliciously approachable wine.

Rully, Burgundy, France

13·5% abv   Vegan

£26·95Inc VATex VAT £22·46

Rully “La Chaume”

ONLY available to order by the case of 6 Bottles

2022

Intense and complex on the nose with a traditional array of red
fruit aromas (cherries, raspberries, redcurrants).  The oak is
smooth and subtle.

Côte Chalonnais, Burgundy, France

14% abv   Vegan

£27·95Inc VATex VAT £23·29

Mercurey Agnes Du Couedic

2018

Delicate and discreet, the nose features subtle notes of forest
undergrowth.  Fleshy and robust, this crisp, oaky wine offers
harmonious balance with a long and slightly spicy finish.

Chablis, Burgundy, France

13·5% abv   Vegan

£33·95Inc VATex VAT £28·29

Fixin, Domaine Albert Bichot

ONLY available to order by the case of 6 Bottles
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2022

The vines average 55 years old, some of the oldest in the
Southern Côte de Beaune, producing a fullness of flavour with
enough fruit to offset the short barrel ageing. A harmonious,
deep style yet rather elegant.

Cote d’Or, Burgundy, France

13·5% abv

£38·35Inc VATex VAT £31·96

Santenay 1er Cru Clos Rousseau
Vielles Vignes

ONLY available to order by the case of 12 Bottles

2020

Rich with vibrant flavours of cherries. Complex deep velvety
flavours, this is an outstanding wine showing elegance and
refinement.

Nuit Saint Georges, Burgundy, France

13·5% abv

£44·35Inc VATex VAT £36·96

Nuits Saint Georges Dom.
Chauvenet

ONLY available to order by the case of 6 Bottles

2019

Burgundy, France

13·5% abv

£66·95Inc VATex VAT £55·79

Beaune Premier Cru Les
Epenottes

ONLY available to order by the case of 12 Bottles

2009

Delicious, supple red berry fruit with elegance, integrated
tannins and a long, pure Pinot finish.

Burgundy, France

13% abv   Vegetarian

£69·80Inc VATex VAT £58·17

Gevrey Chambertin Premier Cru
’Les Cazetiers’ Vallet Frères

WHITE

NV

A rich and slightly creamy sparkling wine made by the highly
acclaimed co-operative Cave de Lugny, it shows notes of citrus
and apple with a fresh and crisp finish.

Maconnais, Burgundy, France

11·5% abv

£14·95Inc VATex VAT £12·46

Cremant de Bourgogne Blanc
NV

2020

A deliciously fresh Mâcon with a bouquet of citrus,exotic fruit
and white flowers,demonstrating the potential of chardonnay
for finesse and complexity

Mâconnais, Burgundy, France

12·5% abv   Vegan

£14·95Inc VATex VAT £12·46

Mâcon-Villages Château Du
Charnay

2022

Honey and minerals on the nose with citrus and juicy apples on
the palate.  Dry almost chalky finish.

Burgundy, France

12·5% abv   Vegan

£18·55Inc VATex VAT £15·46

Petit Chablis Domaine Manants

ONLY available to order by the case of 12 Bottles

2022

Generous White Burgundy from St Véran, the area next door to
Pouilly Fuissé. Obvious Chardonnay bouquet, fruity forthcoming
palate without the oak influence, providing a clean, elegant wine
that’s very easy to appreciate.

Maconnais, Burgundy, France

13% abv   Vegetarian

£19·45Inc VATex VAT £16·21

Saint-Veran Reserve, Collovray
et Terrier
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2022

Brilliant gold; rich, creamy, honeyed nose; steely fresh palette
with good flinty minerality and taut acidity on the long finish.

Chablis, Burgundy, France

12·5% abv   Vegan

£20·65Inc VATex VAT £17·21

Chablis Domaine Manants J-M
Brocard

2021

Pale gold, the 50 year-old vines extract complex aromas and
flavours from the chalky clay: preserved fruit, citrus and elegant
minerality are combined with well integrated oak.

Burgundy, France

13·5% abv

£23·35Inc VATex VAT £19·46

Pouilly Fuissé Vielles Vignes
Domaine Gonon

ONLY available to order by the case of 12 Bottles

2022

A traditional and rewarding style considered classic, ‘true’
Chablis by many. Restrained, crisp and intricate, it has a slightly
tingling palate and beautifully complex, minerally flavour that
lasts and lasts.

Chablis, Burgundy, France

13% abv

£29·95Inc VATex VAT £24·96

Chablis Premier Cru Montmains
J-M Brocard

ONLY available to order by the case of 6 Bottles

2022

Rich golden colour, this is a stunning and powerful wine which
will continue to age beautifully. Floral aromas with honeyed
overtones is its key charm.

Cote de Beaune, Burgundy, France

13·5% abv

£65·95Inc VATex VAT £54·96

Meursault Les Grands Charrons

ONLY available to order by the case of 12 Bottles

2021

Subtle oak yet excellent, well balanced richness of fruit. Good
stylish Premier Cru of a very fine standard – showing both
subtlety and deliciously long-lasting flavours.

Côte de Beaune, Burgundy, France

14% abv

£68·35Inc VATex VAT £56·96

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru
“Morgeot” Vielles Vignes

ONLY available to order by the case of 12 Bottles

CHAMPAGNE
WHITE

NV

An equal blend of Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier to
bring finesse, opulence and a creamy texture. Balanced by clean,
elegant fruit that provides a deliciously light, easy drinking
Champagne with a supple mousse and fine length.

Épernay, Champagne, France

12·00% abv

£30·95Inc VATex VAT £25·79

Baron de Beaupré Brut

CHARENTE MARITIME

Copper with golden tints; it offers a powerful aromatic palate
with subtle hints of spices, leather, raisins and prunes. The
mouth is perfectly balanced with a round and soft structure and
presents a very long and distinguished finish with the noble
"rancio" characteristic of the old cognac.

Fins Bois, Charente Maritime, France

40% abv   Vegan   per 70cl bt

£62·45Inc VATex VAT £52·04

Château d’Orignac Grand Cru
XO

LANGUEDOC
RED

2022

Intense bouguet of blackcurrant bud and raspberry aromas; a
dark berried, savoury red with hints of pepper on the palate.

Languedoc, France

13·5% abv   Vegan

£9·35Inc VATex VAT £7·79

Beaubigney Cabernet Sauvignon
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2022

Red berries and plummy aromas; blackcurrant hints on the
palate with a velvety, full-flavoured finish.

Languedoc, France

13·5% abv   Vegan

£9·35Inc VATex VAT £7·79

Beaubigney Merlot

2021

Intense blackcurrant and violet aromas combined with spicy
liquorice notes.  Full bodied and concentrated dark fruit with a
pleasing velvety finish,

Languedoc, France

13% abv   Vegan

£9·65Inc VATex VAT £8·04

Chants du Closeau Malbec

2021

Deep morello cherry aromas with hints of violet.  A rounded
mouthfeel with lots of fruit flavours on the palate.  Balanced
tannins provide a pleasing finish.

Languedoc, France

13·5% abv   Vegan

£10·99Inc VATex VAT £9·16

Guillaume Aurele Pinot Noir

WHITE

2023

Subtle grapefruit and green apple aromas combined with floral
notes to create this savoury and refreshing wine.

Languedoc, France

12·5% abv   Vegan

£9·40Inc VATex VAT £7·83

Chants du Closeau Vermentino

2022

Intense pineapple and pear aromas with fresh almond hints on
the palate, producing a crisp and elegantly flavoured wine.

Languedoc, France

13% abv   Vegan

£9·55Inc VATex VAT £7·96

Beaubigney Chardonnay

2022

Savoury grapefruit and passion fruit aromas combined with
floral boxwood notes.  A crisp and refreshing wine with a
smoothness of texture on the finish.

Languedoc, France

12·5% abv   Vegan

£9·55Inc VATex VAT £7·96

Beaubigney Sauvignon Blanc

LOIRE
RED

2022

Intense aromas of violets and red fruits; the palate is round and
soft with a delicious freshness.

Loire, France

13·5% abv   Organic

£17·75Inc VATex VAT £14·79

Chinon, Domaine de la Noblaie
Le Temps Des Cerises

WHITE

2022

Delicious and refreshing with a luscious apple bouquet that
remains crisp and dry on the palate.

Pays Nantais, Loire, France

12% abv   Vegan

£11·45Inc VATex VAT £9·54

Muscadet Drouet
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2022

Pear and citrus on the nose; fresh, elegant, quite rich and supple
palate with spicy notes on the finish.

Touraine, Loire, France

13% abv   Vegan

£12·35Inc VATex VAT £10·29

Touraine Sauvignon Domaine de
la Bergerie

2022

The grapes are from François Bonhomme's best vineyard, and
make an attractive wine with crisp acidity, aged on its lees for
six months to impart more body.

Loire, France

12% abv   Vegan

£12·50Inc VATex VAT £10·42

Muscadet de Sèvre et Maine sur
lie Fief de la Brie

2020

A hint of apple on the nose, round and succulent, offset by
elegant citrus flavours, this rich, demi-sec style is a classic
expression of the Chenin Blanc grape.

Touraine, Loire, France

Off-dry   12·5% abv

£13·25Inc VATex VAT £11·04

Vouvray La Forcine Demi-Sec

ONLY available to order by the case of 6 Bottles

NV

Samur Brut has an attractive straw yellow colour. The bubbles
are fine and the bead is regular. The floral bouquet is typical of
Chenin Blanc. This sparkling wine is fresh and lively on the
palate, with a very elegant aftertaste. Despite a very low sugar
level, this wine is light and well-balanced.

Saumur, Loire, France

12·5%% abv   Vegan

£13·55Inc VATex VAT £11·29

Saumur Brut "La Grande
Marque"

2022

A modern Sancerre; aromatic and relatively fruity.  Gooseberries
with nettley herbaceousness and beautifully balanced by natural
acidity. A rich style underpinned by a refreshing minerality.

Loire, France

13% abv   Vegan

£20·95Inc VATex VAT £17·46

Sancerre Domaine de la
Tonnellerie

2022

A classic example: good, zesty fruit, elegantly dry with the
distinct, flinty smokiness exhibited by the grapes grown on the
best soils of the region.

Région du Centre, Loire, France

13·5% abv   Vegetarian

£21·25Inc VATex VAT £17·71

Pouilly Fumé Domaine De Fines
Caillottes Jean Pabiot

RHÔNE
RED

2022

Attractive, straightforward and satisfying: typical peppery fruit
in a gentle easy-drinking style.

Rhône, France

14·0% abv

£10·25Inc VATex VAT £8·54

Côtes du Rhône Vielles Vignes

2021

Very well made from Grenache, Syrah and Carignan, the aroma
is crammed full of plum and cherry fruit. The palete is spicy with
a firm structure with a hint of cinnamon and nutmeg. Fine
tannins.

Rhône, France

14% abv   Vegan

£11·35Inc VATex VAT £9·46

Côtes du Rhône Arbouse, Massif
D’Uchaux
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2020

An impressively complex nose with spicy, smoky aromas and
notes of plum, raspberry and white pepper. Full-bodied and
flavoursome with a velvety mouthfeel, ripe autumnal fruit and
mocha flavours supported by smooth tannins, good acidity and
a long spicy finish.

Rhône, France

14·5% abv

£15·85Inc VATex VAT £13·21

Vacqueyras Domaine Grandy

2018

All the hallmarks of the Northern Rhône; rich, full-bodied with a
warming spiciness. A perfumed nose of red fruits, pepper, cedar
and rose petals; dry, restrained fruit with smooth tannins and a
long, firm finish.

Tain, Rhône, France

13·5% abv   Vegan

£18·95Inc VATex VAT £15·79

Crozes Hermitage Frederick
Reverdy

2019

The vines have an average age of 70 years, producing Intense
aromas of ripe raspberries and black cherries, then a wisp of
smoke creeps in along with some hints of toasted cocoa beans.
Deep and intense, with black cherries, dark chocolate, a hint of
clove and nutmeg – hugely rich but elegant.

Rhône, France

14·5% abv   Vegan

£22·15Inc VATex VAT £18·46

Domaine La Font de Notre Dame
Gigondas

2022

A complex nose of summer fruit, blackcurrant and blackberry,
Provençal spices (garrigue), pepper, a hint of vanilla and a touch
of gaminess. All these aromas resurface on the palate iwith very
subtle tannins. Generous and mouth-filling, boasting superb
persistence and amazingly well-balanced.

Rhône, France

14·5% abv   Vegan

£27·95Inc VATex VAT £23·29

Châteauneuf-du-Pape Les
Galets de la Berthaude

WHITE

2016

Clean, golden colour and exotic fruit and floral aromas. A fresh
palate, balanced with mellowness: not too sweet with notes of
peach. Long, clean, refreshing finish.

Rhône, France

Sweet   15·5% abv   Vegan   per 50cl bt

£12·95Inc VATex VAT £10·79

Muscat de Beaumes de Venise
Dom. de Coyeux

SOUTHERN
RED

NV

Fresh blackcurrant and blackberry nose with hints of spice and
liquorice. On the palate it is powerful, yet supple, with silky
tannins, showing dark fruit and black pepper on the finish.

Côtes de Gascogne, Southern, France

12·5% abv   Vegan

£8·75Inc VATex VAT £7·29

VdP Cotes de Gascogne Cuvée
du Roy Rouge

2022

An intense and spicy nose with blackcurrant, black berries and
liquorice. Full flavoured and rounded with a juicy, lingering
finish.

Rieux-Minervois, Southern, France

11% abv   Vegan

£9·35Inc VATex VAT £7·79

Le Petit Balthazar Merlot

2022

A lovely, full-flavoured brambly fruitiness, hints of spice and
vanilla, with a savoury finish, soft tannins, supple and gentle.

Languedoc-Roussillon, Southern, France

13·5% abv   Vegan

£9·35Inc VATex VAT £7·79

Pasquiers Grenache Noir
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2021

Red fruit (blackcurrant & blackberry) with floral hints, slightly
roasted aromas and vanilla with aromatic complexity.  The attack
reveals the freshness of this wine, the tannins provide good
balance, a supple and fruity wine with spicy notes.

Côtes de Gascogne, Southern, France

12·5% abv   Vegan

£9·55Inc VATex VAT £7·96

Ribeton Merlot-Tannat VdP
Cotes de Gascogne

2021

Deep ink garnet-red with purple tints.  Complex and rich nose
with rosemary, blackcurrant, black cherries and garrigue.  Full
and smooth attack, balanced and unctuous.

Minervois, Southern, France

13·5% abv   Organic   Vegan

£11·45Inc VATex VAT £9·54

Le Bio Balthazar Minervois

ROSÉ

NV

Light, soft and fruity. Delicious flavours of ripe cherry fruits. A
very fragrant and easy drinking wine.

Côtes de Gascogne, Southern, France

12·00% abv   Vegan

£8·95Inc VATex VAT £7·46

VdP Cotes de Gascogne Cuvée
du Roy Rosé

2023

Pale pink with aromas of candied summer fruit. A fresh, fruit-
driven rosé, easy drinking with refreshing acidity and naturally
lighter in alcohol. The perfect alfresco wine!

Minervois, Southern, France

11% abv   Vegan

£9·25Inc VATex VAT £7·71

Le Petit Balthazar Rosé

2023

A beautiful blend made from the abundant rich flavours of
Grenache and a generous serving of Cinsault to give that spicy
kick.

Languedoc-Roussillon, Southern, France

12·5% abv   Vegan

£9·50Inc VATex VAT £7·92

Pasquiers Grenache Cinsault
Rosé

2022

A pale pink colour.  Aromas of red berries with subtle floral
notes.  A pleasantly complex palate with remarkable balance
between freshness and minerality on the finish.

Southern, France

13% abv   Vegan

£12·35Inc VATex VAT £10·29

Soleil des Alpes Provence Rosé

2023

Pale rose colour with slight violet tints. Lovely fresh, dry style
with soft strawberry and peach fruit and a little honeysuckle.  A
well balanced rosé with crisp acidity on the finish.

Côtes de Provence, Southern, France

13% abv   Vegetarian

£15·10Inc VATex VAT £12·58

Saint Sidoine Côtes de Provence
Rosé

WHITE

NV

Intense fruity bouquet with lemon notes. Rich flavours of peach
and citrus zest on the palate, with a refreshing finish.

Côtes de Gascogne, Southern, France

11·00% abv   Vegan

£8·35Inc VATex VAT £6·96

VdP Cotes de Gascgone Cuvée
du Roy Blanc Sec
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2022

Intense nose of lime and grapefruit.  Lively, light and fruit-
driven, well balanced between a richness of exotic fruits and
fresh acidity to finish.

Rieux-Minervois, Southern, France

11% abv   Vegan

£9·25Inc VATex VAT £7·71

Le Petit Balthazar Sauvignon
Viognier

NV

This is an excellent all-year-round quaffer with lively, floral,
lemony fruit – well balanced and delicious.

Southern, France

11% abv

£9·65Inc VATex VAT £8·04

Jules Larose Blanc de Blancs
Brut NV

2022

Pale straw with greeny flecks. Aromatic, grassy nose; refreshing
apples and citrus on the palate with a minerally, zesty finish.

Côtes de Gascogne, Southern, France

11·5% abv   Vegan

£9·65Inc VATex VAT £8·04

VdP Cotes de Gascogne
Sauvignon Blanc

2022

Flavours of white peach and apricot with hints of flowers and
spice and a refreshing acidity. Awarded Bronze Medal at the
Sommelier Wine Awards 2017.

Languedoc, Southern, France

12·5% abv   Vegan

£10·60Inc VATex VAT £8·83

Chemin de la Serre Marsanne
Viognier

2022

Intense power, character and zest. Rich fruit flavours of peach,
apricot and pear dominate. Though full in flavour and weight,
the wine remains very balanced and textural with a clean, fresh
finish.

Gard, Southern, France

13·5% abv   Vegan

£10·75Inc VATex VAT £8·96

Domaine Mas Bahourat ‘La
Petite Parcelle’ Viognier

2022

Brilliant golden colour with green tints.  Floral nose of hawthorn
and acacia.   Fresh, lively attack with citrus fruit, particularly
grapefruit, and a finale marked by minerality.

Pinet, Southern, France

12·5% abv   Vegan

£11·95Inc VATex VAT £9·96

Picpoul de Pinet Terre d’Eole

2020

Pale golden colour; floral aromas of May blossom and hawthorn;
on the palate the wine is almost Burgundian in style,
honeysuckle and nuts, but with added herbs and minerality for a
clean, elegant finish.

Corbieres, Southern, France

13·5% abv   Organic   Vegan

£15·85Inc VATex VAT £13·21

Château De Luc Corbières Blanc

ONLY available to order by the case of 6 Bottles
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HUNGARY
WHITE

2016

Deep golden colour. Complex aromas of dried fruit, plum and
dates. Beautifully creamy mouth feel with perfect balance
between sugar and acidity. A richly elegant palate with honeyed,
raisin flavours that linger forever on the finish. Sublime.

Tokaji, Hungary

Sweet   12·5% abv   per 50cl bt

£23·95Inc VATex VAT £19·96

Tokaji Aszu 5 Puttonyos

ITALY
RED

2021

Deep ruby red; intense bouquet with floral notes.  Well balanced
on the palate, full flavoured with velvety tannins.

Veneto, Italy

12·0% abv   Vegan

£8·45Inc VATex VAT £7·04

Amanti Sangiovese Rubicone
IGT

2022

Aromas of plum, juicy fresh cherries and subtle spices. The palate
is fresh and bright displaying red fruit and blackberry flavours,
herbal notes, a plump texture and chocolate notes on the finish.

Abruzzo, Italy

13·5% abv   Vegan

£8·95Inc VATex VAT £7·46

Montepulciano d’Abruzzo
Ancora

2022

Intense ruby-red colour. A rich velvety wine from Abruzzo; full
of sun drenched damson fruit, full-bodied and nicely balanced
between soft tannins and crunchy acidity.

Abruzzo, Italy

13% abv   Vegan

£9·35Inc VATex VAT £7·79

Amanti Del Vino Primitivo,
Salento

2022

Intense and smooth red wine, full of ripe red berry aromas and
flavours supported by soft tannins.

Sicily, Italy

13% abv   Vegan

£10·10Inc VATex VAT £8·42

Rupe Secca Nero D’Avola
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2019

Dark ruby red; spicy fruit and mocha on the nose.   Lashings of
ripe cherries, dried fruit and spice, rich and rounded on the
palate with plenty of character.

Romagna, Emilia-Romagna, Italy

13% abv   Vegan

£10·85Inc VATex VAT £9·04

Armigero Sangiovese di
Romagna Riserva

2022

The passimento wine-making process leads to a powerful,
intense wine: aromas of cherries, raspberries, redcurrants, plum,
spices, chocolate extending onto the rich, full-bodied palate.

Puglia, Italy

14% abv   Vegan

£10·99Inc VATex VAT £9·16

Carlomagno Primitivo
Appassimento

2022

Cherries, forest berries, violets and a hint of spice on the nose,
dry and fresh on the palate.  A medium-bodied wine with a
delicious juicy acidity to finish.

Chianti, Tuscany, Italy

13% abv

£11·75Inc VATex VAT £9·79

Chianti Duca di Saragnano

2021

This has lovely gentle aromas of fresh coffee, kirsch and the
palate is very soft and delicate. Rich and fruit driven on the
finish this is classic Italian elegance.

Marono, Veneto, Italy

12·5% abv   Vegetarian

£15·20Inc VATex VAT £12·67

Valpolicella Classico Lonardi

2020

Excellent depth of colour and a pronounced bouquet. Lovely ripe
fruit on the palate with a refined, elegant finish. The key process
that makes this wine unique is ripasso.

Valpolicella, Italy

14% abv

£19·10Inc VATex VAT £15·92

Valpolicella Classico Superiore
Ripasso

2019

Garnet with tawny rim; big, warm vanilla nose with raspberries,
mulberries and a hint of mint. Crunchy, young cherry fruit
acidity on the palate, firm but smooth tannins provide structure
and elegance with hints of leather on a long finish.

Piemonte, Italy

14% abv

£25·45Inc VATex VAT £21·21

Barolo Manfredi

ROSÉ

2022

Rose petal pink; gentle summer fruit aromas and silky smooth
on the palate with crisp and lingering raspberry flavours on the
finish.

Lake Garda, Veneto, Italy

11% abv   Vegan

£8·35Inc VATex VAT £6·96

Amori Pinot Grigio Blush

NV

Pale pink colour;  floral notes reminiscent of roses with hints of
cherry on the palate, extremely fresh, yet with a velvety
character.  Persistent bubbles and a long finish.

Treviso, Veneto, Italy

11% abv   Vegan

£10·75Inc VATex VAT £8·96

Prosecco Ita Spumante Rosé
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WHITE

2022

Delightful pear and floral aromas; in the mouth the wine is
medium-bodied, with good fruit, and perfectly balanced with a
crisp, minerally freshness on the finish.

Lake Garda, Veneto, Italy

11% abv   Vegan

£8·35Inc VATex VAT £6·96

Amori Pinot Grigio

2022

Attractive and aromatic, six months ageing on the lees increases
the aromas and fruit flavours. Typically light, dry, crisp and
refreshing.

Pavia, Piemonte, Italy

12% abv

£8·75Inc VATex VAT £7·29

Pinot Grigio La Voluta Grande

2021

Between the fullness of Chardonnay and the zest of Sauvignon
the Verdicchio grape provides a happy medium. Fruity, crisp and
herbaceous with appealing ripe fruit balanced by quite delicate
lingering flavours.

Marche, Italy

13% abv

£9·25Inc VATex VAT £7·71

Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi
Classico

2022

Intense bouquet and lovely palate of citrus and tropical fruit
flavours and refreshing acidity.

Sicily, Italy

12·5% abv   Vegan

£9·85Inc VATex VAT £8·21

Rupe Secca Grillo

NV

Crisp and elegant with vibrant apple and pear notes and a
delicate, floral and fruity finish.

Piemonte, Italy

11% abv   Vegan

£10·45Inc VATex VAT £8·71

Amori Prosecco

2022

Full and intensely fruity on the nose with exotic fruit on the
palate; melon, banana and citrus all feature. A balanced wine
with good acidity, backbone and length.

Puglia, Italy

12·5% abv

£10·45Inc VATex VAT £8·71

Carlomagno Fiano

NV

Fine bubbles with a typical aromatic style, soft on the palate,
tropical fruit and citrus flavours, contrasting acidity and a dry
finish.

Treviso, Veneto, Italy

11% abv   Vegan

£10·45Inc VATex VAT £8·71

Prosecco Ita Spumante Brut

2021

A strong fruity bouquet gives onto a rich palate that increases
progressively leaving a well-balanced, pleasant and refreshing
finish.

Beneventano, Campania, Italy

12·5% abv

£10·75Inc VATex VAT £8·96

Falanghina di Sannio Fremondo
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NV

Deliciously light and fruity with hints of apple and peach on the
nose and a fresh, soft sparkling palate with characters of ripe
stone fruits.

Veneto, Italy

11% abv   Vegan

£11·65Inc VATex VAT £9·71

Prosecco Spumante Lunetta

NV

Balanced, with a deliciously fresh, zingy flavour. Yellow apple,
pear, white peach, and apricot.  Elegant and dry with the delicate
and aromatic flavour of Glera (the Prosecco grape), grown on
the hillsides of Friuli in north eastern Italy.

Conegliano, Veneto, Italy

11·5% abv   Vegan

£15·55Inc VATex VAT £12·96

Prosecco Ca’ Vittoria Conegliano
Valdobbiadene Brut NV

2022

Lively, aromatic wine perfect for those who enjoy Chablis,
offering refreshing notes of flowers, white peaches and
minerals, with a clean, zesty finish.

Piemonte, Italy

12·5% abv   Vegan

£15·95Inc VATex VAT £13·29

Gavi di Gavi Manfredi

LEBANON
RED

2017

Almost confected cherry, blackcurrant and cranberries on the
nose with a hint of liquorice. The palate has an explosion of
brambly and hedgerow fruits with blueberries and cherries.
Middle-weight with excellent acidity and fine tannins.

Bekaa Valley, Bekaa Valley, Lebanon

14% abv   Vegan

£44·95Inc VATex VAT £37·46

Château Musar Red, Gaston
Hochar

ONLY available to order by the case of 6 Bottles
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MARTINIQUE

A light mahogany colour Golden almonds. A rum with a rich,
complex range of aromas: a blend of vanilla and
chocolate. Fruity notes roasted dry fruit and prune.  Hints of
tobacco and coffee. On the palate this rim has characteristic
touches of mellow woodiness and liquorice. Good roundness
and a very pleasant finish.

Saint Pierre, Martinique

45% abv   Vegan   per 70cl bt

£49·99Inc VATex VAT £41·66

Depaz Plantation Rhum VSOP

ONLY available to order by the case of 6 s

Colour of golden almonds / dark red / pale mahogany.
A rum with a rich, complex blend of fruity and woody aromas.
Blend of spices and fruit (cinnamon, nutmeg, dates and prunes).
Mix of roses, chocolate and vanilla. Notes of woodiness and
liquorice.Good roundness and a very pleasant finish.

Saint Pierre, Martinique

45% abv   Vegan   per 70cl bt

£65·95Inc VATex VAT £54·96

Depaz Plantation Rhum Reserve
XO

ONLY available to order by the case of 6 s

Golden almond, fiery red colour.
Mature rum with a complex wealth of aromas.
Initial aromas of delicately oaked notes structured with vanilla,
chocolate and fig jam.
Followed by a touch of mature port, hazelnut and dried fruit
notes, gourmet cocoa and rose jam.

Saint Pierre, Martinique

45% abv   Vegan   per 70cl bt

£74·95Inc VATex VAT £62·46

Depaz Plantation Rhum Port
Finish

ONLY available to order by the case of 6 s

NEW ZEALAND
RED

2019

Bright deep purple colour. Intense spicy and ripe dark fruits
enhanced with subtle oak. A mid weight elegant Syrah with
peppery elements, subtle toasty oak and fine supple tannins.
Brambly and dark with fresh acidity.

Hawkes Bay, New Zealand

12·5% abv

£15·85Inc VATex VAT £13·21

Pask Gimblett Gravels Syrah

ONLY available to order by the case of 6 Bottles

WHITE

2022

A classic example: grassy, aromatic nose, zingy palate with fresh
gooseberry, tropical fruit, dried herb and citrus flavours; crisp
acidity and herbal notes on a long, refreshing finish.

Marlborough, New Zealand

12·5% abv   Vegan

£11·95Inc VATex VAT £9·96

Topuku Marlborough Sauvignon
Blanc

ONLY available to order by the case of 6 Bottles

2022

Tropical fruit flavours dominate, but the wine is fresh and lively
too; harmonious and easy-drinking, whilst elegant and
understated, much like ‘old world’ sauvignon.

Gimblett Gravels, Hawkes Bay, New Zealand

13% abv   Vegan

£12·85Inc VATex VAT £10·71

Pask Gimblett Gravels
Sauvignon Blanc

2021

Startling clarity of fruit, citrus and pineapple flavours to the
fore, yet a steely fresh, minerally palate with an impressive
weight and smooth creamy finish.

Gimblett Gravels, Hawkes Bay, New Zealand

13% abv

£12·95Inc VATex VAT £10·79

Pask Gimblett Gravels Unoaked
Chardonnay
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PORTUGAL

Good quality sturdy port: well balanced and fruity.

Douro, Portugal

Port   20% abv

£15·55Inc VATex VAT £12·96

Merchant Vintners Fine Ruby
Port

2018

Quality in depth from this great name and pioneer of the style:
soft and luscious but with a firm backbone.

Douro, Portugal

Port   20% abv   Vegan

£18·85Inc VATex VAT £15·71

Taylor Fladgate & Yeatman LBV
Port

In the classic style of a good Malmsey, this has a distinctly
sweet, fat palate with a sharpness so typical of Madeira.

Madeira, Portugal

19% abv

£22·75Inc VATex VAT £18·96

Pereira d’Oliveira Madeira

1983

Wonderfully aromatic and so perfumed yet powerful with
tremendous length and depth with all-round flavour.

Douro, Portugal

Port   20% abv

£82·75Inc VATex VAT £68·96

Taylor’s Vintage Port

RED

2021

Bright purple colour; spicy red and black fruits on the nose with
a soft, fruity palate combining some complexity and richness. A
well balanced, full flavoured red with good acidity on the finish.

Tejo, Tejo, Portugal

13·5% abv   Vegan

£9·95Inc VATex VAT £8·29

Terra de Lobos
Castelao/Cabernet Sauvignon

2022

João Portugal Ramos is at the forefront of the modern
Portuguese revolution. We can see why, with this fragrant
creation of lavender, chocolate and spice box, with a fruit-filled
palate and ripe tannins.

Alentejo, Alentejo, Portugal

13·5% abv

£10·75Inc VATex VAT £8·96

Smart Dog Syrah

2019

Attractive red and blackcurrant fruit on the palate with hints of
prunes and herbs. Well balanced tannins and good length.

Dao, Portugal

13% abv

£10·85Inc VATex VAT £9·04

Gandarada Tinto

2020

Darkly coloured wine with aromas of flowers, blackberries and
Carob. On the palate it reveals the characteristic freshness of
high altitude wines, but is unctuous and layered with silky
tannins.  A truly balanced Douro Superior.

Douro, Portugal

13·5% abv

£11·95Inc VATex VAT £9·96

Colinas do Douro Superior Red
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ROSÉ

2022

Pale pink colour; fresh fruit aromas including raspberry and
strawberry with a spicy, perfumed mix of floral notes.  The
aromatic intensity is in harmony with its perfect acidity,
freshness and elegant finish.

Tejo, Tejo, Portugal

12% abv   Vegan

£9·95Inc VATex VAT £8·29

Terra de Lobos Rosé

ONLY available to order by the case of 6 Bottles

WHITE

2022

A blend of 80% Fernao Pires & 20% Sauvignon Blanc provide an
explosion of aromas, with emphasis on passion fruit and apricot
notes, combined with a green and fresh character from the
Sauvignon.   Superb freshness and acidity, giving this wine
balance, elegance and a persistent finish.

Tejo, Portugal

13% abv   Vegan

£9·95Inc VATex VAT £8·29

Terra de Lobos Fernao/Sauv Bl

2022

The fresh, citrussy and floral aromas of the Loureiro grape
combine elegantly with its pronounced minerality, giving a long,
intense finish.

Vinho Verde, Northern Portugal, Portugal

12·5% abv

£10·25Inc VATex VAT £8·54

Vinho Verde Loureiro

ROMANIA
RED

2022

Soft and juicy with layers of black cherry, raspberry and
cinnamon.  Typical ‘old world’ elegance with a nice dryness to
finish, yet smooth and easy to drink.

Viile Timisului, Romania

12·5% abv   Vegan

£8·95Inc VATex VAT £7·46

Lautarul Pinot Noir
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SOUTH AFRICA
RED

2021

Soft, smooth & medium-bodied with juicy red berry flavours.
Ripe, silky tannins and discreet spicy oak, balance the fruit that
fades into a soft pleasant berry aftertaste.

Franschhoek Valley, Western Cape, South Africa

13·5% abv   Vegan

£8·75Inc VATex VAT £7·29

Freedom Cross Pinotage

2023

Rounded aromas of upfront berry, with a hint of lavender.
Glossy, strawberry fruit, very soft with very little tannin.

Robertson, Western Cape, South Africa

13% abv

£8·99Inc VATex VAT £7·49

Wide River Shiraz

2022

A deep purple tint on the rim with delicious flavours of ripe
strawberry, banana, juicy plums and rich, red cherry.  Produced
in an early drinking style with well-integrated wood and a soft,
smooth finish.

Robertson, Cape, South Africa

12·5% abv

£9·10Inc VATex VAT £7·58

Kingklip Bay Pinotage

2022

Bright yet earthy aromas of blackcurrant leaf and black pepper
with subtle plum and black cherry flavours. Smooth mouthfeel
with a long, warming finish.

Trawal, Northern Cape, South Africa

13·5% abv   Organic   Fairtrade   Vegan

£10·25Inc VATex VAT £8·54

Running Duck Merlot

2022

A spicy nose of blackberry, black pepper and jasmine. The palate
continues the spicy character and is loaded with cooked stone-
fruits and fruitcake. A supple finish with a hint of white pepper.

Trawal, Northern Cape, South Africa

13·5% abv   Organic   Fairtrade   Vegan

£10·25Inc VATex VAT £8·54

Running Duck Shiraz

2019

Plenty of red plum and wild berry fruits on the nose, which
continue on the palate and just a touch of oak to complement
the flavours.  This is a great, refined expression of Pinotage.

Coastal Region, Paarl, South Africa

13·5% abv   per  bt

£12·95Inc VATex VAT £10·79

Roodekrantz Pinotage

2020

This Merlot embodies the definition of Clos Malverne wines; true
to its varietal, elegant yet complex with a long mouth feel.  Red
fruit abounds on the nose with underlying hints of star anise
and smoky aromas.

Devon Valley, Stellenbosch, South Africa

13·5% abv   Vegan

£14·75Inc VATex VAT £12·29

Clos Malverne Merlot

ROSÉ

2023

Stony, herby nose. The apparent fruitiness on first tasting
develops into a more solid structure and dry finish.

Trawal, Northern Cape, South Africa

13% abv   Organic   Fairtrade   Vegan

£10·25Inc VATex VAT £8·54

Running Duck Shiraz Rosé
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WHITE

2023

Wonderful, aromatic lime on the nose then a good, plump, juicy
palate; supple and rounded with sumptuous mango overtones,
fragrant with figs and melon, ends zesty and long.

Robertson, Western Cape, South Africa

13% abv

£8·35Inc VATex VAT £6·96

Wide River Chenin Blanc

2022

The balance of the fresh citrus fruits and rich melon characters
give the wine a full rounded palate that combines well with the
subtle creaminess and nuttiness of the gentle oak.  The natural
acidity follows through to a fresh and clean finish.

Robertson, Cape, South Africa

13% abv

£9·20Inc VATex VAT £7·67

Kingklip Bay Chardonnay

2022

Fresh and crisp with a well-defined varietal character,
reminiscent of a Loire style.

Franschhoek Valley, South Africa

12·5% abv

£9·25Inc VATex VAT £7·71

Freedom Cross Sauvignon Blanc

ONLY available to order by the case of 12 Bottles

2022

Fresh, zesty palate, flavours of tropical fruit and green apple
with a refreshing finish.

Coastal , Cape, South Africa

13·5% abv   Vegan

£9·50Inc VATex VAT £7·92

Kingklip Bay Sauvignon Blanc

NV

This ethically traded and organic wine combines peachy Chenin
fruit with grassy Sauvignon nuances.  The two varieties were
vinified separately, aged on the lees then blended.  An aromatic
and flavoursome wine with good clean acidity to finish.

Trawal, Northern Cape, South Africa

13% abv   Organic   Fairtrade   Vegan

£10·25Inc VATex VAT £8·54

Running Duck
Chenin/Sauvignon Blanc

ONLY available to order by the case of 6 Bottles

2021

Full flavoured and dry with well-balanced acidity.  It has tropical
fruit, flintiness and hints of asparagus and figs on the nose that
all follow through to the palate.  Extended lees contact gives
length and complexity.

Devon Valley, Stellenbosch, South Africa

13·5% abv   Vegan

£13·99Inc VATex VAT £11·66

Clos Malverne Sauvignon Blanc
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SPAIN
RED

2022

Made from 100% Tempranillo, the Pleno has aromas of cassis
and mulberry. The palate is soft and well rounded and is smooth
and medium to light bodied on the finish.

Navarra, Spain

14% abv   Vegan

£8·35Inc VATex VAT £6·96

Navarra Pleno Tempranillo Tinto

2022

Juicy, brambly fruit and fresh redcurrants dominate this
generous easy drinking wine. Soft tannins, good acidity and hint
of spiciness make an extremely approachable wine.

Campo de Borja, Spain

13·5% abv

£8·50Inc VATex VAT £7·08

Bodegas Borsao Garnacha Tinto

2022

Wild, fruity aromas of red berries; its intensity and depth are
expressions of youth.  Initially fresh, but complex and tasty on
the palate with gentle astringency and a hint of vanilla and
spices; medium-bodied with good length.

Rioja, Spain

13·5% abv

£10·25Inc VATex VAT £8·54

Rioja Arjona Tempranillo

2021

A great balance of fruit, spice and minerality. The nose has lots
of cedar, ripe plum and cherry while the palate is richly
flavoured and substantial with a smoky, spicy dimension from
six months in oak.

Rioja Alta, Rioja, Spain

13·5% abv   Vegan

£10·34Inc VATex VAT £8·62

Rioja Vega del Rayo
Seleccionada

2020

Made from Tempranillo and Mazuelo. The wine is oaked during
14 months in small barrels. Aromas of toast with hints of
eucalyptus over a background of black fruits. Sweet and
balanced on the palate.

Rioja, Spain

14% abv   Vegan

£11·65Inc VATex VAT £9·71

Rioja Vega Crianza Tinto

2020

Clean berry tastes, underpinned with darker, mocha and
chocolate flavours: smooth, juicy palate with a bright finish.

Ribera del Duero, Spain

14·5% abv

£14·35Inc VATex VAT £11·96

Prios Maximus Ribera del Duero

ROSÉ

2022

An enticing strawberry pink, it is medium-bodied and crisp with
an attractive fruity finish.

Navarra, Spain

12·5% abv   Vegan

£8·35Inc VATex VAT £6·96

Navarra Pleno Garnacha Rosado

2022

Bright, pale pink with a youthful violet rim. Fresh, fruity aromas
with ripe red fruit and rose petals along with a hint of natural
carbonic gas, all of which contributes to a refreshing sensation.
Strawberry fruit on the palate with clean acidity and a
prolonged, well balanced and fresh finish.

Andosilia, Rioja, Spain

13·5% abv   Vegan

£10·45Inc VATex VAT £8·71

Bagordi Rioja Rosado

ONLY available to order by the case of 12 Bottles
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WHITE

2021

A blend of 70% Viura and 30% Chardonnay provides a fresh,
crisp dry white with hints of tropical fruit that is smooth and
well balanced.  A well made wine from a go-ahead Bodega.

Navarra, Spain

12% abv   Vegan

£8·35Inc VATex VAT £6·96

Navarra Pleno Blanco

2022

This delicious Organic wine displays intense floral and ripe fruit
aromas. Easily enjoyable with plenty of tropical fruit characters;
passion and pineapple fruit, nicely balanced by clean refreshing
acidity on the finish. An elegant wine with a lingering finish.

Andosilia, Rioja, Spain

13% abv   Organic   Vegan

£10·25Inc VATex VAT £8·54

Bagordi Rioja Blanco

NV

Pale golden with emerald nuances; presents a delicate string of
fine bubbles.  Primary nose of soft woody tones with citrus
notes.  Good clean acidity on the palate with soft bubbles which
last in the mouth; a rounded and elegant wine with sweet fruits
and a light aftertaste of raw almonds.

Penedes, Spain

11·5% abv   Vegan

£12·95Inc VATex VAT £10·79

Cava Can Xa Brut

2022

This elegant single vineyard, estate bottled Albarino is
wonderfully fresh with appley fruit on the palate, good depth of
flavour and a persistant, refreshing finish.

Rias Baixas, Spain

12% abv

£15·95Inc VATex VAT £13·29

Albarino “Bernon” Bodega
Aquitania

ONLY available to order by the case of 6 Bottles

USA
ROSÉ

NV

Delicate coral pink, refreshing with gentle strawberry and peach
flavours: an easy drinking, fruity rosé.

California, USA

9·5% abv

£8·65Inc VATex VAT £7·21

Foxcover White Zinfandel
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